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DHFL

Over the last three decades, DHFL has been transforming the lives of Indian households by enabling
access to home ownership. In line with the vision of the late founder Chairman, Shri Rajesh Kumar
Wadhawan, DHFL has been helping transform the quality of life of the low and middle income customer
segment, especially in the semi urban and rural India, and helped fulfill their dreams of owning a home
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wning a home of your own is a great
achievement and a home is a place where
you can live all your emotions and feel
secure. However it is also an undeniable fact that this
achievement requires a lot of financial investment
and is not an easy task for everyone.
Borrowers who want to own a home of their own
but do not have adequate capital look out for financial
alternatives that will turn their dream of possessing a
home into a reality. In times like this, housing finance
companies like DHFL play a crucial role.
DHFL’s experience and understanding of
its customers is shaping their emergence as a
comprehensive financial services provider. From
financing small businesses to providing insurance,
mutual funds and education loans they cover a wide
spectrum of products, to ensure that they meet
their everyday customer needs. DHFL plans to
continue to innovate and enhance its product value
to benefit customers. The Company’s initiatives have
transformed lives and have helped drive financial
inclusion across the country.
AN ALTRUISTIC START
DHFL was established by Late Shri Rajesh Kumar
Wadhawan (16th April, 1949-30th September, 2000),
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a visionary Indian businessman. He believed that
owning a home is a critical element to the building
of an identity for every Indian. He thus set out on a
mission to help fulfill this need. On April 11, 1984,
DHFL was established to enable access to affordable
housing finance to the lower and middle income
groups in semi-urban and rural parts of India.
DHFL is the second housing finance Company to
be established in the country with a unique mission,
which is today a benchmark of financial inclusion in
the Indian financial services sector.
Even after three decades, the company is growing
exponentially and is planning to further fortify its
position under the leadership of the Chairman Mr.
Kapil Wadhawan. It has been assigned a rating ‘CARE
AAA’ by CARE and ‘BWR AAA’ by Brickworks for
various secured long-term debt instruments.
FUTURISTIC VISION
Built on a strong business foundation, an extensive
distribution network, proven industry expertise and a
deep understanding of the Indian customer, DHFL is
a respected and trusted financial services company in
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India with a concerted focus towards enabling home
ownership to the lower and middle income (LMI)
segment.The vision of the Company is in alignment
with their mission of being accessible in every part
of the country. The company dedicatedly contributes
towards bringing a better change in the lives of their
customers. It promises transparency and excellence in
its dealing with the people whether they are partners,
customers, stakeholders or employees. Equality is
maintained for each and every individual connected
with DHFL. With such missions, visions, and values,
DHFL is all set to compete and win the crown of the
financial empire.
DHFL is also making significant investments in IT
infrastructure to leapfrog to the next-generation of
a scalable and flexible technology landscape. Such a
strategy will help DHFL improve productivity, enhance
transparency, reduce cost and sustain growth.
THE PUBLIC-SPIRITEDNESS
DHFL not only thinks about its own profit and triumph
but is keen to go an extra mile to bring a smile on its
customer’s face. The company is committed to extend
their helping hand to the marginalized sections of the
society by creating a sustainable impact on the society
by enabling the upliftment of the less privileged
sections of the population. Its notable CSR activities
concentrate on areas such as Early Childhood Care,
Education, Skill development, Vocational Training,
Financial Literacy, and Drought Mitigation as well.

TOUR DE FORCE
• DHFL won the Golden Peacock
Innovative Product and Service
Award 2016 for its innovative
“Wealth2Health Fixed Deposit”
product.
• DHFL was awarded the Best
Housing Finance Company in the
Financial Services Sector.
QUANTUM LEAPS
• In August 2016, DHFL created
history in the Indian Capital markets
by raising a record Rs 14,000 crore
within one month from two public
NCD issuances. The total demand
generated was Rs 32,000 crore.
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